
GOING TO MY DENTAL APPOINTMENT

Whether your dental appointment is for a routine checkup, dental cleaning, or a more Face Dental Anxiety: Don't be
afraid to tell your dentist about your fears.

Call ahead to see what de-stressing options are available and appropriate for you. Oh, Dr. Once a treatment
plan has been developed, ask your dentist to explain the procedures in detail. You also have the right to seek a
second opinion from another dentist. P: Yes, that's right. P: Yes, I have. It is important that you try to keep
your teeth healthy and clean to maintain good oral health. The less hectic setting may help tame your nerves.
And, in any of these cases, make sure someone can drive you to and from your visit safely. The idea is to
focus on a more pleasurable experience so the feeling of getting your teeth cleaned fades into the background.
Wolff, D. Lee has time next Friday in the morning. Avoid caffeine before a dental appointment. This might
mean a Saturday or an early-morning appointment. Additional stressors include negative memories of past
experiences and even the sterile smell of the dental office. Information you should find at your dental practice
When you visit your dental practice, the following should be clearly displayed: a poster about current NHS
dental charges the surgery's complaints procedure a written statement about how the surgery meets the
requirements for infection control, health and safety, X-rays and continuing professional development of
dentists In addition, you should be given a leaflet about the surgery and its services. Convey your concerns
and fears before a procedure or if you experience any discomfort during your visit. Choose a low-stress
appointment time. If you have problems with your teeth between check-ups, contact your dental practice to
make an earlier appointment. P: Does he have anything open in the afternoon? D: Yes, Dr. You'll be asked to
sign the plan and you'll be given a copy to keep. While surgeries can't charge you for not turning up, NHS
England has the right to ask you to find another dental practice if you continue to miss appointments. D:
Thank you, [student's name]. Tune out with music as your dentist works. As in some meditation techniques, a
focus on slow, regular breathing helps reduce stress levels. Still, dentists swear these eight things can at least
make the experience less traumatizing. At your check-up, your dentist will assess your current oral health, any
risk of future disease, and advise you on the care and treatment required to secure good oral health. Treatment
plans are usually not given for Band 1 dental treatments, but you can ask for one if you like. If you want to
have any cosmetic dental treatment, such as tooth whitening, this will be done privately. This part is really
important, since alcohol can act as a blood thinner, which could make you bleed more than usual, Dr. Have
you been to Beautiful Smile before? Eat high-protein foods which â€” unlike sugary foods â€” produce a
calming effect. P: Hmmm Patient: Good morning, I'd like to schedule a check-up. Clark , Psy. You are not the
first patient to feel nervous or anxious. This is why Dr. If you're tense or anxious, tell your dentist and the
dental staff. Watch what you eat and drink. Would you like to suggest a time?


